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Why the new breed of high-end museum gift shop could be the secret weapon in your

Christmas shopping strategy 

By  Anna Tyzack 

20 NOVEMBER 2019 • 12:00PM

Visitors at The Victoria and Albert Museum, which has a gift shop almost as alluring as its exhibits. The Royal Academy, too, is now offering a 'curated shopping experience'
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O
nce places to pick up humble postcards and fridge magnets, nowadays museum and gallery shops could well be

Christmas’s best shopping secret. 

Earlier this autumn, Nicholas Coleridge, chairman of the Victoria and Albert Museum (https://www.vam.ac.uk/), bragged about

the beautiful William Morris tea towels and jewellery for sale in the V&A shop.

Meanwhile visitors to the Royal Academy (https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/) are walking away with real Antony Gormley

sculptures as they exit through the gift shop.

“Every part of the range for the Antony Gormley exhibition has been developed in close conversation with the artist – you

feel as if you’re taking away a piece of the Academy,” explains Alison Acampora, head of the RA’s art sales and artist

collaborations.

It was her idea to abandon all the usual bestsellers and ask Antony Gormley to curate the shopping experience for his

exhibition himself. The result is more luxury concept store than museum boutique, with Gormley’s own limited edition

prints on the walls and bespoke sculptural pieces beneath stylish glass cubes. 

These are sold alongside cheaper items he uses in everyday life – a customised version of his favourite Rapha cycling

jacket, for example; a much-loved bowl by the ceramicist Lisa Armour-Brown; a reading list of his favourite paperbacks.

“It’s a curation of his hand, eye and personality – things that are stylish, practical and useful,” Acampora says. 

https://www.vam.ac.uk/
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/
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The range, which is on sale in Gallery X, the Academy’s new shopping space, and online, is a world away from the “teddy

bears with policemen's helmets” that Coleridge mocked back in October. 

This curated approach, however, is the obvious step for cultural institutions, says Jo Prosser, commercial director of the

Royal Academy.  “In a world where we have everything, the way people shop is changing; they’re more interested in

bespoke pieces and artist collaborations than simply reproduced designs from the collection,” she says. 

With its celebrated academicians and world renowned exhibitions, Acampora has no lack of inspiration for the one-off

pieces, editions and collaborations for sale in Gallery X and the Academy’s other retail spaces, which include the RA shop,

poster bar and newsstand – it just takes a bit of thinking outside the box, she says. 

For Lucian Freud: the Self Portraits, she has worked with Freud’s studio assistant, David Dawson, to form a collection of

items including a mug printed with detail from a wall in the artist’s studio (£19.50) and a limited edition print by his

daughter Bella Freud, Naked Self Portrait (£350). 

Anthony Gormley sketchbook, the Royal Academy

Bella Freud Naked Self Portrait, £350, Gallery X
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Acampora also curates the RA Editions programme of prints, which includes works by Paul Huxley RA along with selling

displays of art textiles and greener living products. “Our job is to try to sell things that you can’t buy anywhere else,” she

says.

This is not to say, however, that you can’t buy cheap stocking fillers at the RA – they’re just classier these days. Included in

Gormley’s range are his favourite passport-sized Muji sketchbooks, £2.95, and Muji calligraphy pens (£2.95).  “Luxury isn’t

about money, it’s about time; the time that goes into forming meaningful collaborations and collections,” Acampora says.

Other institutions are echoing this more considered approach to retail; Tate (http://tate.org.uk), for example, is working to

banish single use plastics; pieces are chosen to reflect William Morris’s adage “beautiful and useful”. 

“It’s the nation’s art collection with a mission to further the enjoyment and understanding of art and our products need to

reflect this,” explains Rosey Blackmore, merchandise director for Tate Enterprises. “But people want to know they’re

spending money well and wisely on things that are sustainable – our collection has to feel relevant.” Christmas bestsellers

include the white on black Tate tote (£3.50), and a scarf designed by Grayson Perry specifically for the Tate (£85). 

Blackmore has also helped launch Tate Edit, a maker’s showcase at Tate Modern, featuring limited edition items by British

artists, as well as furniture, tableware and cutlery as found around the gallery.

Outside London, the shop at Charleston House in Sussex (http://charleston.org.uk) has become a destination for meticulously

produced Bloomsbury reproduction fabrics and ceramics. A simple lens cloth, inspired by a painting on a bedroom

cupboard exemplifies the type of functional yet beautiful pieces retail director, Liz Rose, strives to feature in the range. 

“There is something so lovely about a small, handmade thing – it’s where museum shops have an edge,” she says. Even the

stationary, by Cambridge Imprints, is more considered than an average museum postcard. “We work with them because

they have a great eye and are respectful of the house and the people who created it,” Rose says. 

There is also now a second shop at the house, selling pieces inspired by the temporary exhibitions in new gallery, which is

Handstones, £1,500, part of the Royal Academy gift shop curated by Anthony Gormley

http://tate.org.uk/
http://charleston.org.uk/
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currently running an exhibition of the Omega Workshops. Claudia Rankin’s ceramics are inspired by the house yet in a

contemporary way, while Rebecca Proctor’s stoneware pieces reflect the work of Roger Fry. “It gives us a chance to dig

even deeper into the Bloomsbury mix,” Rose adds. 

Given that government funding of national museums is down by up to 30 per cent in the past 10 years, it is no wonder the

retail has become more of a focus; the V&A’s annual accounts for 2018-19 state that its main shop grossed £7.3 million, a 30

per cent increase from the previous year. As Blackmore, says, there are few places easier to spend money than in a good

museum shop. “You don’t just get something special, you’re supporting a place you love.” 

The response to the Gormley curated range has been overwhelming, says Prosser – the limited edition set of “Handstones”

cast from impressions of Gormley’s hands sold out within the first fortnight, despite their £1,500 price tag – but more

importantly Gallery X is helping the RA become a destination.

“The days of seeing an exhibition and buying a postcard have gone,” she says. “The RA feels like a members’ club – you can

spend a whole day here shopping, eating, or simply hanging out with a book.”

More cultured Christmas shopping trips

White Cube 

Best for award-winning monographs, exhibition catalogues and artist’s books, along with limited edition prints and

sculptures; whitecube.com (http://whitecube.com)

Turner Contemporary

A selection of ceramics and prints by Margate-based artists, items inspired by the collections and stationery, books and

cards; turnercontemporary.org (http://turnercontemporary.org/)

Kettle’s Yard 

Find art books, stationary and homewares produced exclusively for the gallery, inspired by the Kettle's Yard House and

collection, as well as temporary exhibitions; kettlesyard.co.uk (http://kettlesyard.co.uk/)

Sign up for the Telegraph Luxury newsletter (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/newsletters/Luxury/) for your weekly dose of exquisite

taste and expert opinion.

Virginia Overton work, £1,800, White Cube 
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